NEW ECONARRATIVES
FOR YOUTH
TRAINING COURSE IN SPAIN
VEJER DE LA FRONTERA (CÁDIZ)

· 25TH JUNE
3RD JULY 2022 · DEPARTURE
ARRIVAL DAY

				
ACTIVE HOPE
		 COMMON GOOD
			LOVE AND FURY…
DECOLONISATION
			QUEER MYSTICAL… 		
MISINFORMATION 			
DISINFORMATION
POST-TRUTH LYING
NORMALITY… GREEN GROWTH
		SUSTAINABILITY
GREEN DEAL CLEAN ENERGY…
· Narratives about the ecological
crisis are changing very rapidly.
Why is nuclear energy labelled
green? What exactly is the green
new deal? How can we generate a
deep ecological awareness in young
people in this unstable reality?

· Alternative narratives seek to
offer contexts for resilience.
Collectively constructing new
narratives may be one of the most
necessary experiences to promote
for European youth.

“You don’t need to do everything. Do what your heart calls for;
effective action comes from love. It is unstoppable, and it
is enough.”
· Joanna Macy

The training course
· What is it about?

· Venue

Participants will be guided on a
journey to reconnect with their inner
being - body, mind, feelings and spirit
- to openly and creatively explore
tools that facilitate their work with
the young people of Europe. We
will invite participants to cultivate
trust, openness and connection with
themselves, others and nature as the
foundation for becoming a source of
heart-based positive transformation
for the community of living beings.

Finca Catalina is a land-based
regeneration project located in
the town of Vejer de la Frontera,
which explores different forms of
community life and collaboration
with nature based on the principles
of permaculture.

· Host Organisation
Bee Time has been working for
the last few years on the study of
honey bees and their relationships
with specific ecosystems. For more
than two years, part of its activity
has been focused on observing the
effects of climate change in southern
Spain, supporting and developing
projects that lead to a deeper
emotional and active involvement.

Objectives
· Increase knowledge and skills
around concepts related to new
alternative narratives for the
ecological crisis.
· Share Joanna Macy’s “Work
that Reconnects” to address the
emotional dimension of the climate
and ecological crises.
· Introduce the ideas of permaculture
in an ongoing working project (our
venue!).
· Create an impact at local and
international level by supporting the
implementation of local plans with
youth in the countries involved.

Catalina project
· Catalina is an ecosystem
restoration project that shares and
develops specific permaculture
practices in relation to the location
and condition of the land. At the
starting point of the project, that
land had been deforested, was
overgrazed, and was at risk of
severe erosion. Located in Vejer de
la Frontera (Cádiz, Spain), a number
of groups, volunteers and specialists
have been working on this project
since 2014.

· Their work involves implementing
water retention techniques,
reforestation, regenerative
agriculture and composting, as
well as deep ecology and group
management. Andrew Zionts Abrams
has put his vision in service to this
specific land, sharing and nourishing
his knowledge with a group of close
collaborators and local networks.

The project phases
· Preparation
· Personal interview with selected
participants
· Preparing for the course: (reading
different materials, articles, watching
videos)
· Training course
The course will use a variety
of different methods to offer
participants an experiential journey.
We intend to provide a powerful
experience that can be replicated
by the participants in their local
contexts with different kinds of
groups.
The approaches you will encounter
include: Joanna Macy’s “Work
that Reconnects”, practical
and theoretical knowledge of

permaculture (such as water capture
and retention, regenerative economy
and composting), nature-based
interventions, and critical discussions
on structural narratives and
dissident options with an amplified
sense of art (social sculpture,
storytelling and other socially
engaged practices related to the
ecological crisis).
· Post-course
The dissemination phase will be the
continuation of the training, with
participants asked to implement
at least one ACTIVITY in their own
community. Course-related resources
and documentation will be shared
online.

The guiding trainers
· Jorge Gallardo ·
In the past few years Jorge has been
involved in promoting and maintaining
cultural contexts where the ideas of art,
society and ecology are brought together,
as part of the research project BEE∞TIME.
Since 2014, his work as a cultural
mediator has been focused on a small
rural community in the south of Cadiz,
with projects that combine creation and
micropolitical exercises, pursuing a deep
understanding of natural systems and
organisms. He has been working in the
theatrical world as a teacher, researcher
and consultant for more than ten years in
various projects related to contemporary
dance, physical theatre and object theatre.

· Andrew Zionts Abrams ·
Born in the United States, Andrew Zionts
Abrams has been living in the countryside
near Vejer de la Frontera in Cadiz since
2010. His background in fine arts, industrial
design, and later yoga led him to a
passion for Permaculture, a regenerative
habitat design system inspired by nature
observation. He has been implementing
a rainwater retention and reforestation
design on his farm since 2014, sharing the
work, excitement and his knowledge with
volunteers and friends. Over the last two
years Andrew has expanded the project to
protect a piece of land that has 6 hectares
of native forest on the western slope of
Vejer. Known as “Catalina” in homage to a
15th century vejeriega woman landowner,
the project is based on restoring the
functioning of the ecosystem, albeit on
a small scale. Through the infiltration
of rainwater, soil improvement and
reforestation, it is possible that springs
that have disappeared may return in our
lifetime.

· Carlos Buj ·

· Joanna Crowson ·
Born in England, Joanna has a degree in
English Literature and Art History, and
a master’s degree in sustainability. She
approaches her research into Permaculture
on a domestic scale and from a holistic
point of view. She has followed the path of
knowledge for more than 25 years, working
with teachers from the Toltec tradition, as
well as shamans and teachers from other
traditions. During the last few years she has
dedicated herself to what she calls ‘spiritual
activism’: the search for true inner change,
in society and also on the planet, awakening
the warrior’s commitment through
reconnection to the Earth. She currently
works as a translator, educator and writer in
the arena of sustainability. Her love for the
planet influences every aspect of her life,
and has led her to get involved in initiatives
such as Extinction Rebellion and creative,
local campaigns to raise awareness of the
ecological emergency such as the abuse of
single-use plastics in our daily lives.

Carlos Buj holds a degree in business
administration and a master’s degree
in sustainable tourism. He specialises in
designing and facilitating workshops and
courses in nature. He works specifically with
the methodology of Joanna Macy’s Work
that Reconnects, which allows participants
to address the emotions generated by
awareness of the coming eco-social crisis.
He understands that the concept of
“Regenerative Cultures” also has much
to offer in these confusing and uncertain
times. He has been an active member of
Extinction Rebellion for the last 3 years and
has just completed a walk across the UK for
the COP26 (marcha-a-glasgow.net/en/).

Practical information
· Who can participate
This 7-day intensive training is part
of an Erasmus + project in the field
of Youth.
It is open to social workers, youth
workers, trainers, educators, NGO
leaders and workers who are willing
to explore and develop themselves
and after that to resourcefully
inspire their community in a
regenerative life-enhancing way.
Participants must be over 18 years
and have at least a B1 level of
English (Intermediate)
Participants can apply to attend
this training course if they are
legally resident in France, Morocco,
Spain, Portugal, Greece, or other EU
countries.

· Financial and travel conditions
Materials, activities, accommodation
and food are 100% covered by the
Erasmus + grant. No fee will be
required at all. After the course, you
will be asked to fill in a form with all
your travel costs so we can calculate
how much you are entitled to be
reimbursed.
You will be reimbursed into your
bank account once we have checked
all your travel documents.

· MAX TRAVEL COST REIMBURSEMENT ·
COUNTRY
ITALY
GREECE
SPAIN (+10 KM)
SPAIN (+100 KM)
FRANCE (+500 KM)
PORTUGAL

IF YOU FLY
€ 250
€ 250
*NOT
POSSIBLE

BY LAND · SEA **
€ 385
€ 385
€ 25
€ 75
€ 320
€ 320

· Travel Costs
Travel costs (plane, train, bus) are
also covered and will be reimbursed
to the participants after the course
up to the following limit:
* Participants from Spain, France and
Portugal must come by land. This is
because of our policy to encourage
green travel.
** By land: you can come by
bus, ferry, train or car. You will
be reimbursed for meal and
accommodation costs up to the
maximum.
We will ask for the following
documentation for these methods of
transport after the training course is
completed. We can accept PDF and
scanned documents.

Therefore please make sure you
collect the following:
· Flight: email with the price showing
payment method (and invoice if
possible) and boarding pass (both
ways).
· Train/bus: ticket and, if possible,
invoice too. Only the cheapest option
will be reimbursed.
· Taxi: please consult us about this.
· Visas: participants needing a visa
may consult us regarding extra
bureaucratic and economic support if
necessary.
Please take into account that only
the most economical transport
method will be reimbursed.

Place and group agreements
· Self-care & group care
Part of the preparation also involves the embracing of these
principles in order to fully benefit from the deep experience
provided:
· To NOT consume alcohol or other
drugs during the course (this is part
of our policy for all international and
local programmes).
· To limit your contact with
technology (including mobiles) and
use it only for urgent work and
urgent conversations.
· To dedicate yourself to the process,
to give your 100%, to give your best.
· To engage in meaningful
conversations and activities.
· To respect the spaces and places in
which the programme will take place,
to consume the necessary resources
with responsibility, humbleness and
gratitude.
· To be open to experiencing one
week of vegetarian diet.

Covid situation
The COVID-19 pandemic situation will
be monitored and may require us to
develop a specific plan to guarantee
health within the group.
Participants will have to follow
the European guidelines for COVID
prevention to travel safely.
We will provide a rapid COVID test
before the course starts to ensure
everyone’s safety.
Participants will form a closed
community for one week.
Only “force majeure” reasons will be
considered for the reimbursement
of travel costs for participants that
were not able to attend the course.

Where and when
Vejer de la Frontera, Cádiz, Spain.
Dates: 25th June - 3rd July 2022

· Place: Finca Catalina, Vejer de la
Frontera (Cádiz)

· 25th June: arrival day
· 26th June - 2nd July: training course
· 3rd July: departure day

· Contact: Jorge Gallardo (project
coordinator and guide)
beetimers@gmail.com

· Travel possibilities:

2 · Bus to La Barca de Vejer.

1 · Train to San Fernando Bahía-Sur
station

There are bus services from these
airports to the Barca de Vejer bus
stop and you can be picked up from
there. Please note that buses are
infrequent and run once or twice a
day.
Nearest airports with bus connection
to Vejer de la Frontera: Gibraltar and
Malaga (2.5 hours away).

There are train services from Jerez
and Seville airports to San-Fernando
Bahía-Sur stop and you can be picked
up from there.
Nearest airports with train
connection to San-Fernando: Jerez
de la Frontera (low frequency to San
Fernando) Sevilla (more frequency to
San-Fernando)

Please try to use the train or other
more sustainable options (if you can
find them)

Follow us here
https://www.instagram.com/
beetimers/
https://beetime.net/
https://ecotopias.net/
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